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Session 6: Evaluating seismic risk in engineering practice
Séance 6: Evaluation du risque sismique en ingénierie pratique

Discussion Session 6A: Earthquake recurrence
deduction from historical seismicity and geological slip

FNB

VA.lLYlCHEV (USSR), Prof., Chairman
EMUZZI (italy). Dr., Discussion Leader

One of the most relevant aspects of theevaluation of seismic risk is the
definition of recurrence interval of
significant earthquake.

Historical seismicity data and geologic
data, as slip rata along known faults,
are the foundamental ones upon which any
earthquake recurrence deduction is
based.

Recent studies showed curves of
cumulative frequencies versus magnitudeof instrumental and/or historical
seismicity togheter with geologic data.

Best fitting of such different data at
low and large magnitude is not
straightforward. The subject has been
exhaustively presented by Dr. Idriss in
his theme lecture "Evaluation seismic
risk in Engineering Practice".

Session 6A was organized, in continuity
with the above mentioned theme lecture,with the aim to address the
contributions of invited speakers and
the following discussion from the floor
on the reliability and uncertainty of
the basic data used for the earthquake
recurrence deduction.

THE OUTLINE OF
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Dr. L. Reiter
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Dr. Yoshinori T. Iwasaki
(Geo-Research Inst., Osaka Soil
Test Lab., Japan)

Dr. Lloyd S. Cluff
Dr. L. Reiter

Discussion

Prof. V.A. Ilylchev

THE SESSION HAS:

Opening of the session

Introduction and finalization of the
discussion

Introductory remarks on geologic aspects

Introductory remarks on seismological
aspects

Geologic data to evaluate seismic hazard
for engineering application

Historical seismicity: how to improve
the data reliability - methodological
approach and examples

Seismotectonic study for N.P.P. in
Belgium

Earthquake recurrence deduced from
historical earthquake and slip rate of
fault in Japan

Closing remarks

Closing remarks

from the floor

Closure of the session
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The topic of the session was so specific
that, to enlarge the comprehension of
the discussion to s wider audience, an
introduction to the foundamental
geological and seismological aspects was
considered appropriate.

Dr. Cluff covered the introduction as
far as the geology was concerned,
pointing out the time scale enlightened
by such discipline (10 of thousand - 100
of thousand years and more) compared
with that covered by history (hundreds
to thousands years).
Geological evidences of past earthquakes
are the only data available to extend
the existing historical catalogues
beyond the range of the history.
Among the geological evidences, faults
and their expression at the surface or
at shallow depth are the most reliable
data upon wich the earthquake recurrence
can be assessed. A comprehensive
ensamble of real cases of faulting have
been presente.

Dr. L. Reiter defined the most
relevant variables of the process of
earthquake generation including all the
definitions of magnitude, macroseismic
intensities and the correlations among
the several variables and parameters.

Knowledge of the significance of any
variable used to define energy released
at the seismic sources, size of the
sources, pattern of the damage at the
surface is essential to understand the
limits of validity of any earthquake
recurrence deduction.

After the above introduction Dr. K.
Coppersmith addressed the earthquake
recurrence deduction by using geologic
slip rate.
Fault slip rates are increasingly being
used to constrain earthquakes recurrence
for seismic hazard assessments. To use
the slip rate, a recurrence model must
be assumed that specifies the number of
earthquakes of various magnitudes.
Typically, an exponential magnitude
distribution has been assumed. However,
recent evidence suggests that a
characteristic earthquake model may be
more appropriate for individual faults
than the exponential distribution. To
develop an appropriate characteristic
earthquake model, seismicity data were
examined for areas where repeated
characteristic earthquakes have occurred
during historical time, including the
Alaskan subductlon zone, the Mexican
subduction zone, crustal faults in
Turkey, Greece. and Japan. These data
suggest that the magnitude range of thecharacteristic event is about 0.5.
magnitude units and that exponential
behaviour occurs up to a magnitude m',which is about l.5 units below the
maximum magnitude. The recurrence
function is non-exponential above m'.
Using assumptions based on the
observational data, a cumulativerecurrence model is obtained that
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requires only specification of slip
rate, maximum magnitude, and b value. A
comparison of recurrence based on this
model with the historical seismicity and
paleoseismicity data on the Wasatch and
San Andreas faults shows good agreement.

Prof Postpschil presented the
methodology applied in Italy to verify
from the historical point of view past
earthquakes. Quite an extensive
activity was promoted by the Italian
National Electric Company related to the
technical qualifications of sites
selected for nuclear power plants. A
joint effort of engineers, geologists,
seismologists and historians produced
significant results.
The historians applied their skill and
experience to discover contemporary
documents, when possible, describing the
effects of past earthquakes and
thereafter applied their knowledge of
all the boundary conditions, social,
political, economical, geographical,
etc. acting at that age, to judge the
reliability of the information gathered.
The engineers easily recognized from the
description of the damages effects of
soil instability induced by the
earthquakes like landslides and sand
liquefaction settlements.
The studies allowed to precisely locate
macroseismic epicentral areas. When the
ensamble of information were enough, the
pattern of damage was also drawn
attributing the macroseismic intensities
to villages, towns or particular
situations. This type of data could
also be used to evaluate the seismic
waves attenuation laws for specific
areas.The lesson learned is that the
improvement of the reliability of
macroselsmic information gave a
considerable weight to such data in
defining seismogenetic areas and their
characteristics. Good agreement was
finally found among the reviewed
macroaeismic pattern, the geologic and
tectonic features, and the instrumental
seismicity.

Dr. Zaczek presented the seismotectonic
study performed in Belgium for sites for
Nuclear Power Plants: Doel and Tihange.
To define the safe shutdown earthquake
for the Tihange site, an extensive and
detailed reconstruction of historical
earthquakes was undertaken. The studv
brought to relocate the macroseismic
epicenter and to establish more
precisely the epicentral intensity of
the earthquakes most relevant for thesite.

Also trenching accross a lineation
mapped from aereostereoscopic
photographs was performed to investigateif the line could be the surface
expression of a fault cutting recent
deposits. The lineation resulted to be
the trace of a small water flow.
This contribution demonstrated that the
need to characterize the seismicity for



engineering purposes does exist also in
low seismicity regions and that it is
necessary and possible to improve the
reliability of the data of historical
seismicity and geologic slip rate to
perform correct assessment of seismic
risk.

Dr. Iwasaki gave an overview of the
problems connected with the earthquakes
recurrence deduction from historical
seismicity and slip rate of fault in
Japan. Japan, as island arc, is on the
asian plate with subduction of two ocean
plates of Pacific and Philippine sea
plates.

Seismic activities in Japan are divided
into two groups due to its mechanics.
One is those with subduction movement of
interplate boundary. The other is those
caused by fault block movement due to
their stress adjustment (intraplate
zone).

The accumulated released energy with
time were calculated for historical
earthquakes. It has been observed that
the energy released by the interplate
boundaries is two to four times larger
than those by intraplate zones.

The average energy release rate has been
also calculated based upon the recent
results of active fault data of length
and slip rate.
The rate by fault data is found several
times less than that by earthquake data
in the last A00 years. To explain thisresult several reasons have been
considered as:

- Eartnquakes became very active in the
last centuries compared with the
recent geological age.

- There exist active faults which are
not identified and not compiled in
the active fault list.

- The estimated slip rate is too low.

To construct the earthquake recurrence
curve (log(N)=A-BM), A and B value
should be known.
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Summary of Session 6B
Seismic safety of earth structures; pemianent

deformations: Predicted, measured and allowable
WEMARCUSON, Ill, USAE Waterways Experiment Station,

Vicksburg, Mississippi, USA

rrofessor Guillermo Noguera L. (Chile)
opened the session and showed slides of three
dam failures. These were Ovalle, Perales and
La Marquesa.

Noguera's opening remarks were followed
by a brief overview presented by Marcuson
(U.S.A.). Marcuson briefly reviewed topics
from I. M. Idriss‘ theme lecture which related
to permanent deformations and pointed out that
our calculated results are never better than
the input parameters. Critical to these perma
nent deformation calculations are the inputs
concerning the design earthquake (acceleration,
duration, frequency content) and strength versus
displacement properties for the material in
question.

Professor W. D. Liam Finn (Canada) dis
cussed our present ability to predict seis
mically induced permanent deformations during
and after earthquakes. The primary point made
during his presentation was that ranges of per
manent deformation are calculated, not specific
values. Finn also presented centrifuge data
which he used to validate numerical procedures
for predicting deformations. He emphasized
that we presently have a good qualitative eval
uation of our numerical models, but that future
research is required before we can quantita
tively evaluate our procedures. He further
suggested that our present state of knowledge
requires that we use probabilistic approaches
and conservative input parameters based on the
range of values we think applicable.

Professor A. J. Hendron, Jr. (U.S.A.) dis
cussed allowable seismically induced permanent
deformations. Most of Hendron's presentation
was based on the Newmark sliding block approach
(reference l). Key points in Hendron's lecture
were that we must keep our design accelerations
at or below the yield accelerations if we are
going to maintain slopes with small permanent
deformations. This is particularly critical
when we have materials that have rapid strength
degradation. Hendron also emphasized that in
many cases the static loads govern. The criti
cal case exists when the seismically induced
motions yield a dynamic relative displacement,
u , which reduces the shear strength to a point
where the shear stresses required for static
stability are greater than the available shear
strength. This case is shown in Figure 1.
Hendron also showed that tor equal upstream and
downstream slopes that the yield acceleration
for the downstream slope is approximately twice
the yield acceleration of the upstream slope.
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Figure 2. Comparison of yield accelerations (N)
for equal upstream and downstream slopes

This is because the stability ot tne upstream
slope is governed by the buoyant weight of the
soil, whereas the stability of the downstream
slope, which is usually not saturated, is gov
erned by the total weight; and, in general,
the ratio of the buoyant weight of the soil
to the total weight of the soil is about 2 (see
Figure 2).

Hendron discussed the need to look at prac
tical means to increase the factor of safety
for old slides that appear to be at or near
a factor of safety of l. In his opinion it
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Figure 3. Acceleration versus time for earth
quake at La Villita Dam, Mexico,

November 15, 1975

is impossible to calculate the exact absolute
factor of safety; however, it is possible to
assess incremental changes in the factor of
safety associated with various remedial measures.
Examples were given of the possibility of in
creasing the factor of safety of large masses
by the use of drainage tunnels. It was noted
that an increase of 5 to 10 percent in the fac
tor of safety is very significant for large
existing slides.

Dr. Miguel P. Romo (Mexico) presented a
discussion on measured seismically induced per
manent deformation at La Villita Dam, Mexico.
Specifically, he showed acceleration versus
time plots for locations at the downstream toe,
crest, and right abutment for earthquakes from
1975 to 1981. Key points in his presentation
are presented in Figure 3 which is a plot of
acceleration versus time for the 6.5 Richter
magnitude earthquake on November 15, 1975. Note
that the crest has an amplification factor of
approximately 3. Of critical importance is
that La Villita Dam has experienced more than
0.5 m of vertical displacement since its con
struction. Horizontal displacement has been
limited to about 25 cm. La Villita Dam has
3 m of freeboard at the maximum pool. Thus
the permanent deformations are more than l/6th
of the minimum freeboard. In closing his pre
sentation, Romo contended that earth dam seismic

analyses should be carried out considering
both the seismic environment and the material
properties to be random.

Professor Masa Hamada (Japan) briefly dis
cussed measured permanent deformations in the
1983 earthquake in Noshiro, Japan. He used
aerial photographs to document seismically in
duced deformations of more than 5 m. These
deformations occurred on gentle slopes in mate
rial that was underlain by liquefiable sands.

Dr. Scott Steadman (England) presented
results from the centrifuge at Cambridge and
emphasized that the centrifuge was a valid tool
for verifying our current numerical procedures.

These presentations were followed by a
panel discussion with questions from the audi
ence. The main questions concerned the need
to consider resonant frequencies in the sliding
block approach. Hendron indicated that this was
important in the use of the Newmark Method
(see reference l).and further stated that in
general one could account for resonance by
substituting the response velocity for V in
the following equation:

2_ V N A
U - ENE (l - K) (N)

where

U = Relative displacement

V = Peak particle velocity generated
by the earthquake

Ng = Yield acceleration

Ag = Maximum ground acceleration

There was some discussion about the need
to flatten the upstream slopes and problems
associated with high pore pressures in the
upstream slopes of dams. Hendron stated that
in his present practice he puts the best mate
rial upstream and the worst material downstream.
Additionally, if he anticipates high pore
pressures in the upstream material this can be
incorporated in the analysis by an appropriate
reduction of strength.

There was also a question regarding the
liquefaction on permanenteffects of previous

deformations. Finn said that he thought some
consolidation might occur but that if the mate
rial was at a relative density greater than
55 percent, the cohesionless material might
dilate and loosen.

There was some concern about our solving
two- and three-dimensional problems with one
and two-dimensional analyses. It is Finn's
opinion that we can now analyze two-dimensional
problems on the computer. Much of our present
state of the art has come as a result of devel
opment in the off-shore industry. Finn thinks
that our analyses give good qualitative an
swers. This is based on his validation work
using the Cambridge centrifuge.

There was also some concern about heat
being generated on deep failure surfaces
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of slides. Hendron thought that slides did
generate heat and the heat caused the water to
expand and thus increase pore pressures. This
is one possible hypothesis which can be used
to explain how in-situ strengths can be much
less than residual strengths obtained in the
laboratory. Numerical calculations using
residual strengths show slopes having a factor
of safety greater than l, where the slope is
actually moving.

There was some concern expressed about
our present ability to evaluate slope stability
around the rims of large reservoirs. Hendron
shared this concern and said that about all
we can do is take action to increase the factor
of safety. This can be done by unloading the
top of the slide or by stabilizing the toe
of the slide. Additionally, one might drain
the internal pore pressures. Given these ap
proaches the only other alternative is to
accept continued sliding.

Professor Noguera closed the session and
summarized by saying that we still had work
to do if we were to accurately compute perma
nent deformations; however, our present state
of knowledge is sufficient to allow us to
design structures that will stand up during
earthquakes. The key is to be sure that we
do not allow large deformations. Specifically,
we should not allow the soil to strain so much
that rapid strength degradation occurs.
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